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RIMFC Summer Flounder Advisory Panel Meeting
January 30, 2013

URI Bay Campus, Coastal Institute
Hazard Room
South Ferry Rd
Narragansett, RI 02882

A meeting of the RIMFC Summer Flounder Advisory Panel has been scheduled for **Wednesday January 30 at 6:00 pm** at the URI Bay Campus, Coastal Institute, Hazard Room, off of South Ferry Rd in Narragansett, RI 02882.

**MEETING AGENDA**

1. Review of current stock status
2. Review of 2012 recreational fishery including information on management adjustment requirements for RI in 2013
3. Division of Fish and Wildlife proposed changes for the 2013 recreational fishing season
4. Advisory Panel proposals for 2013 recreational fishery (please bring any proposal you may have to the meeting for discussion)
5. Other Business

ALL RIMFC Species Advisory Panel meetings are open to the public

For more information please contact Jason McNamee at (401) 423-1943

cc: Larry Mouradjian, Associate Director, DEM
Mark Gibson, Deputy Chief for Marine Fisheries, DFW
Kurt Blanchard, Deputy Chief, DLE
Steve Hall, Chief, DLE
RIMFC
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